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ESTIMATED COSTS  AT COMPLETION - WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
The most important benefit of CHS is that it instantly relates accounting data to the builder’s Budgets/Estimates, Bids, Change Orders, and Purchase Orders 
in order to provide immediate information  about the changing status of estimated job costs.   In order to make sound business decisions, Builders need to 
watch their Estimated Costs at Completion on a daily basis. Estimated Costs at Completion represent the DAILY, REVISED estimate of what the total 
costs of the job will be when the job is complete. The changing “Estimated Costs at Completion” should be constantly reviewed and compared to the 
Original Job Budget. There are several factors that can cause the “Estimated Costs At Completion” to be different than the original Budgeted Costs. Some 
of them are:

• A Change Order has been agreed upon with the customer.
• Agreement to pay Trades or Suppliers more OR less than the budgeted amount.
• Theft, vandalism, damages / Variance Purchase Orders
• Unavailability of materials or trade; substitution due to things like weather or delays
• Trade error (no backcharge), Superintendent Error
• Job Budget Errors or Omissions
• Overpaying a trade or supplier (which shouldn’t happen with all the “over budget” alerts in  the program)

To monitor the above changes AND their effect on the Estimated Costs at Completion can be an OVERWHELMING task. The builder can keep creating 
scribble sheets to figure this out, or create massive spreadsheets that need to have constant data entry, OR the builder can use the Estimated 
Costs at Completion window in CHS! The window instantly gathers the Job Budget data, Change Order Data, Purchase Orders Data, and
Actual Posted Costs to Date to calculate the current “Estimated Costs at Completion” for you.  It even provides a place to enter your own Revised ECC!

A SIMPLE TABLE is shown below to demonstrate the concept.  STUDY EACH LINE and you will be able to see how the Estimated Costs at Completion 
were calculated.  CHS Will Gather and Calculate ALL the numbers in Black for YOU!

Budget   Est. CO Costs   Bud+COs    PO’s       Enter Revised    Costs-To Date       Est. Costs at Completion

Plan Costs $3,000 $500 $3,500 $3,500 $1,500           $3,500

Trim $8,000 $ 0 $8,000 $8,000 $7,500 $3,000           $7,500

Paint $5,000 $300 $5,300 $5,400 $2,000           $5,400

Carpet $4,000 $ 0 $4,000 $4,000 $4,100           $4,100

Totals $20,000 $800 $20,800         $20,500

Budget + Est. Change Order Costs= $20,800        Actual Costs To Date = $10,600 

$10,600

 Variance = $10,200 UNDER
What does the Variance above really tell you?     NOT MUCH UNTIL THE JOB IS COMPLETE.

Budget + CO = $20,800    Today’s Estimated Costs at Completion = $20,500        Difference = $300 UNDER
The Difference above  DOES TELL YOU SOMETHING! EVERY DAY!   The Job is currently estimated to come in $300 UNDER the budgeted costs. 
Know when to promise extra frills, OR NOT, EARLY in the Job!
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ESTIMATED COSTS  AT COMPLETION - Drill Down To Detail Behind Change Orders

Click on a Change Order amount for a Cost Code on the ECC Worksheet to pop up the data and info about the Change Orders behind the amount.  
NOTICE that the amount for Change Orders on the Estimated COSTS At Completion Worksheet is YOUR estimated COST for the Change Order, 
and NOT the Price charged to the buyer for the change order.  This means that in order for Change Orders to show up on the ECC Worksheet, you 
must enter an estimated cost for the CO when creating it.  THAT'S BECAUSE THE ESTIMATED COSTS AT COMPLETION are about YOUR 
ESTIMATED COSTS!
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 On The ECC Worksheet:  See Budget Notes, Work Done Notes, AND Bill Approval Notes For A Cost Center

On the ECC Worksheet (shown above), 
click on the Notepad icon to the left of 
an amount in the ECC column to review 
Budget Notes, Work Done Notes, AND 
Payment Approval Notes.

This can help you decide whether to 
check mark an Actual Cost as Done or 
not.

In our notes, we can see that the Project 
Manager entered notes to deduct $100 
from the ORGANIC vendor.  Since we 
know we will not be paying that $100, 
we have check marked the Actual Costs 
as done.  Notice in the screenshot above 
that the ECC is now $100 under the 
original budget.
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SEARCH and RESULTS REPORT On The ECC Worksheet - continued

Alphabet or Number SEARCH - This feature is usually used just to find a cost record quickly.  Click an Alphabet or Number button to find Cost 
Titles that START with the letter or number.  After clicking a letter or number, only the Cost Code Titles that begin with the letter or number clicked 
will display on the ECC Worksheet.

We clicked the alphabet button for the letter L and then clicked the button labeled Report Of Search Results ONLY to open the report shown.  You 
probably won't need a report of costs that start with some letter, but we have opened it for demo purposes.
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